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Elaborative processing of pictures
in verbal domains
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Four experiments were performed to evaluate the effect of semantic and nonsemantic verbal
elaboration of the names of pictures on free recall, picture-name recognition, and picture recog
nition. Elaboration was manipulated by having subjects decide if the names of pictures contained
two letters, rhymed with another word, or were appropriate in a sentence frame. Semantic elabo
ration of the names of pictures in sentence contexts requiring positive responses resulted in bet
ter name recall (Experiment 1) and name recognition (Experiments 1 and 2) than did nonseman
tic elaborations (rhyme- and letter-identification tasks). However, the effects ofelaborating pictures'
names were greatly reduced for picture recognition (Experiments 3 and 4).The results are described
in terms of elaborative processing after semantic access. Following initial semantic access, the
names of pictures may be further elaborated. Semantic elaboration of the names of pictures typi
cally leads to better retention than does nonsemantic elaboration. However, perceptual records
about the appearance of objects may be relatively independent of orienting tasks that elaborate
pictures' names.

The purpose of this research is to examine the degree
to which elaborativeprocessing of the namesof pictures
affects retentionof the names and contentof the pictures.
The assumption underlying the first two experiments is
that additional semantic elaboration of pictures' names
leads to better retentionthan does additional nonseman
tic elaboration. This assumption derives from the view
thatelaborative processing, the breadth or extent of stimu
lus analysis carried out within domains of processing
(e.g., Craik & Tulving, 1975), will result in traces that
are more distinctive, and hence, easier to retrieve than
are othertracesthatare lesssemantically elaborated (Craik
& Jacoby, 1979). Although some amount of semantic
processing appearsto be necessary prior to naming a pic
ture (e.g., D. L. Nelson, Reed, & McEvoy, 1977; Smith
& Magee, 1980), the amount of semantic processing
should be greater when subjects are required to fit the
name in a sentence frame than when they are required
to elaborateit as an orthographic or phonological pattern.
Greater semantic elaboration should facilitate memory
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performance in tasksthat require the retrievalof encoded
meaning (e.g., Craik, 1983), and, therefore, the recall
and recognition of the namesof pictures should improve
under conditions thatencouragesemanticelaboration. In
effect, although rhyme andlettertaskswould requiresome
semantic analysis when the names of pictures are being
studied, the information is elaboratedin nonsemantic do
mains (Baddeley, 1982; Lockhart, Craik, & Jacoby,
1976). A sentence orienting task, however, involves
elaborativeprocessing in a context that requires greater
semantic analysis than do letter or rhyme tasks. Also, in
theseexperiments, letterand rhymedecisions shouldtake
longer than shouldsentencedecisionsdue possibly to the
greateramountof cognitive analyses requiredfor the two
nonsemantic tasks (cf. Craik & Tulving, 1975; Tyler,
Hertel, McCallum, & Ellis, 1979;Zacks, Hasher, Sanft,
& Rose, 1983), as wellas potential differences in theorder
of access (D. L. Nelsonet al., 1977). Nonetheless, it is
hypothesized that the qualitative nature of the encoding
task following initial semantic access will determine
memory performance.

Although there is abundant evidence that semantic
orienting tasksleadto reliably bettermemory performance
on recallandrecognition teststhando nonsemantic orient
ing tasks when verbal stimuli are the to-be-learned
materials(e.g., Craik & Tulving, 1975), it is difficult to
find the sameeffectof orientingtasks (i.e., semantic su
periority) when pictures are the stimuli. In fact, due to
its assumptions aboutthe sequence of encoding operations
and the superior effect of semantic encodings on reten
tion, the results of several studies suggest that the origi
nal levels of processing framework may not be a com
pletely adequate account of picture processing and
memory (D'Agostino, O'Neill, & Paivio, 1977; Durso
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& Johnson, 1980; Intraub & Nicklos, 1985; D. L. Nel
son et al., 1977).

Pictures can very rapidly, perhaps automatically, ac
cess their semantic representation. Also, it is wellestab
lished that encoding a picture does not automatically in
volve activating its label, and conceptual processing of
pictures maynot require prior phonemic processing (Bab
bitt, 1982; Intraub, 1984; D. L. Nelsonet al., 1977; Pot
ter & Faulconer, 1975; Seymour, 1973; Smith & Magee,
1980). Research suggests that picture naming requires
greaterdepth of processing than do some semantic tasks
(e.g., picture categorization) because naming a picture oc
curs after some amount of prior conceptual processing
(Durso & Johnson, 1980; D. L. Nelson et al., 1977;
Smith & Magee, 1980). For example, D. L. Nelson et al.
argue thatprocessing thephonemic andorthographic fea
tures of a picture's label occurs near the end of process
ing operations. In fact, several studies report that the
semantic effect on retention is eliminated or reversed from
tasks that are normally considered semantic and non
semantic (e.g., stimulus categorization and naming) when
picturesare the stimuli (see D'Agostino et al., 1977; In
traub & Nicklos, 1985; Smith & Magee, 1980). These
results indicate that if pictures are the stimuli, then the
nature of the orienting task may be less important than
the elaborative encoding and processing operations re
quired by the task.

It is possiblethat the elimination or reversalof seman
tic encoding effects on remembering pictures' names is
due to the amount of elaboration during encoding. A
semantic task, suchasjudgingcategory membership, may
notinvolve as much elaborative processing as a nonseman
tic task, such as judging phonemic similarity. The rea
son is that the semantic task may be redundant withnor
malautomatic encoding operations whenpicturesare the
stimuli (e.g., D. L. Nelson et al., 1977; Smith & Ma
gee, 1980). Also, the nonsemantic taskmay itselfrequire
stimulus categorization as well as additional processing
operations involved in responding to the task, particularly
whenthe task involves picture naming (e.g., D. L. Nel
sonet al., 1977). Thus, the nonsemantic taskmayinclude
theencoding operations involved in the semantic taskand
mayalso require furtherelaborative processing in a non
semantic domain. The effect on retention would be to
eliminate or reverse the putative semantic superiority ef
fectwhenthe semantic task necessarily precedes the non
semantic one. However, one assumption guiding the
present studyis that, if a semantic task involves process
ing operations that are not also requiredby a nonseman
tic one, then memory performance may be greater for
semantic encodings. Such an effect would be due to the
type of elaborative processing that follows initialseman
tic access.

As an alternative hypothesis, it maybe argued thateach
task is a semantic task, because each involves semantic
access. Any difference observedbetween the tasks may
be due to different degrees of semantic elaboration rather
than to elaborative processing in different domains fol-
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lowing initial semantic access. Previous research with
words indicate that,although different degrees of semantic
elaboration (targetconcepts in simple and complex sen
tences) do affectfree-andcued-recall performance (e.g.,
Craik & Tu1ving, 1975, Experiment 7), there are no
differences between different degreesof semantic elabo
ration when targetconcepts are presented alone for recog
nition (Fisher & Craik, 1980). Thus, if the tasks differ
only in the degreeof semantic elaboration, there may be
no differences in the probability of recognition between
theencoding tasks when thepictures' names are presented
for recognition. However, if it is plausible that targets
in the nonsemantic conditions are elaborated in different
domains than in the sentence task, there should be reli
able differences between the tasks when namerecall and
name recognition are tested (e.g., Craik & Tulving,
1975). These hypotheses wereevaluated withname-recall
and name-recognition tests in Experiments 1 and 2.

Another issue is the possibility that any retrieval ad
vantage of verbal semantic elaborations over nonseman
ticoneswill be based on postperceptual processing of pic
tures' names in verbal domains. That is, the recall and
recognition advantage of semantic elaboration hypothe
sized in the presentcontextmay be limitedto retrieving
the names of pictures and not their appearances. There
is substantial evidence to indicate that picturerecognition
improves as more information about the visualdetails of
pictures is encoded (Loftus, 1972; Loftus& Bell, 1975;
Loftus & Kallman, 1979; Potter, 1976; Potter & Levy,
1969; Tversky & Sherman, 1975). For example, picture
recognition improves with longer exposure durations
presumably because more information aboutthe specific
details of a pictureis extracted as theduration of exposure
increases (Loftus, 1972; Potter, 1976). Also, Loftus and
his associates (e.g., Loftus & Bell, 1975; Loftus &
Kallman, 1979) have found thatpicture recognition is bet
ter when subjects are encouraged to verbalize specific de
tailsduringencoding thanwhentheyare merelyrequired
to examine the pictures. However, thepresent setof tasks
involve elaborating the names of pictures in verbal do
mains; theydo notencourage encoding specific visual de
tails about the pictures beyond identifying their name
referent. Therefore, although it is expected that picture
recognition willbe betterfor studied pictures thanfor new
ones that are similar to the originals (Bartlett, Till, &
Levy, 1980; Warren & Hom, 1982), there may be no
differences between the encoding tasks in picture recog
nition. That is, there may be no advantage of sentence
encodings on recognition tests that require discriminat
ing visualdetails about previously encoded pictures, be
causeeach task may involve extracting only that amount
of visual detailnecessary to identify the pictures' names.
Experiments 3 and4 tested thehypotheses thattherewould
be no significant differences between the orienting tasks
in recognizing picture details and that, unlike recall and
recognition of the pictures' names, picture recognition
may be relatively unaffected by the nature of the verbal
orienting tasks.
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In each experiment, orienting questions about pictures
involved deciding if the name of a picture contained two
letters, rhymed with another word, or was appropriate
in a sentence frame context. Each of these tasks should
involve semantic analysis because they all require trans
lating a picture into its name (e.g., D. L. Nelson et al.,
1977; Potter & Faulconer, 1975; Smith & Magee, 1980).
However, elaborative processing in the semantic domain
should result in better memory performance for the names
of pictures than should elaborative processing in non
semantic domains.

EXPERIMENT 1

The effects of the verbal name-encoding tasks on en
coding reaction time, name recall, and name recognition
were evaluated in Experiment 1.

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 36 University of Michigan under

graduate students who participated in the experiment for credit in
their introductory psychology courses. Allhad normal or corrected
to-normal vision.

Apparatus and Materials. Stimuli wereprojected, via threeKo
dak carouselprojectors,ontoa screenlocated approximately 75 em
in front of the subject. The projectedpictureswere approximately
10 x 15 ern. The advancement of projectors and stimulus dura
tions were controlledby Hunter interval timers (Model 1l lB) and
Uniblitz electronic shutters.

The stimuli for all experiments were line-drawn pictures of ob
jects selected from the category norms of Battig and Montague
(1969)and the typicality normsof Rosch(1975). There wasa total
of 54 targetdrawings from sixcategories: appliances, clothing, fur
niture, tools, toys, and vehicles. There were nine instances per
category. A group of 45 studentsin a learningand memory course
provided labeling-consistency data from a set of 90 pictures. The
54 pictures selectedas targets received nameagreement of at least
90%. All of the target items matched the names of items in the
picture-narning norms of Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980), and
there wasa high levelof correspondence between the measuresfor
name agreement.

Another 27 drawings were developed from categoriesthat were
different fromthetargetpictures. Eighteen of these served as practice
stimuli and the other 9 served as controls for recency-sensitive
retrieval. The 54 target items were photocopied; each picturethen
was colored with three Pentelcolor pens (No. S36O-18) in combi
nations of blue (No.1 10), brown (No. 106), green (No. 111),
orange (No.107), red (No. 102), and yellow (No. 105)1 and pho
tographed on Kodachrome 64 filmto be madeintoslides. Theprac
tice and control pictures were treated in a similar manner.

One hundred eight two-letter pairs, 108 single words, and 108
sentenceframes witha word missing (specified by a line in the sen
tence frame) were developed and photographed for the purpose of
orientingthe subjects to the namecharacteristics of the objects. The
projectedhorizontalvisualangleequaledapproximately 1° for let
ters, 4° for words, and 12° for sentences.

Fifty-four meaningless patternedconfigurations were also deve
loped and photographed to serve as visual noise masks to reduce
the amountof postperceptuaI processing of the stimulus items. The
masksweredeveloped by randomly drawing nonsense patterns with
the coloredpens.Theprojected sizeof the masks wasapproximately
12 x 18 em, Their "meaninglessness" was corroboratedby ask
ing several people if they were able to perceive any meaningful

pattern in the display. All judged the display to be devoid of
meaning.

Designand Procedure. Thesubjects weretestedindividually and
were informed that the experiment was concerned with how ac
curatelyone is able to answerquestionsaboutpictures. They were
told that just prior to the picture being presented they would be
shownone of three types of "questions" on the screen in front of
them. They were told that whentwo letters appear they shouldun
derstand this as a question to the effect: "Does the name of the
picture that you are about to see have these two letters in it?" The
subjectswere told that whena singlewordappearsthey shouldun
derstand this to mean "Does the name of the picture rhyme with
this word?" The lettersand rhymeswere chosento conformto the
mostfrequently givennamefor the picture(Paivio,Yuille, & Madi
gan, 1968; Snodgrass & Vanderwart, 1980). The subjects weretold
that a third type of question they would see would be a sentence
frame and that this is a question to the effect: "Does the nameof
the picture you are about to see make sense in this sentence?"

The orienting questions werepresented for 2.5 sec. lmmediately
after the orientingquestionterminated, the target picture was ex
posed for 350 msec. The subjects were told that when the target
picture appears, they shoulddecide whether the picture appropri
atelyrefers to the orienting question. The subjects madetheirjudg
ments by pressing either a "yes" or "no" response key. Either
key terminateda clock that had begun to run at the onset of the
target picture. The subjectswere told that they shouldnot sacrifice
accuracy for speed in making their decisions. Following the offset
of the target picture, a visual noise pattern was shown for 5 sec.
The subjectswere told that its purpose was to assist with terminat
ing any further thinking about the sequence and to prepare for the
next sequence of events.

The subjects weregiven18practice trialsthatallowed threerepe
titionsof practicewitheachtypeof orienting question and response
type to be encountered during the acquisition trials. This was fol
lowed by the 54 acquisition trials. Half of these trials required a
"yes" response and half required a "no" response. The "yes"
response key was on the right for half of the subjectsand on the
left for the other half. Nine pictures represented each of the six
encoding conditions (3 orienting questiontypes x yes-no response
type). The same pool of 54 target pictures was used for all sub
jects, but each picture was rotated through the six conditions so
that, for different subjects, a picturewaspresented undereverypos
sible condition. Followingthe 54 acquisitiontrials, nine encoding
trials were provided to control for recency-sensitive retrieval and
did not figure in the analysis.

Following the acquisition phase, the subjectswere unexpectedly
askedto free-recalI thenames of thetargetpictures. They weregiven
5 min to perform the task. The subjectswere then given an unex
pectedname-recognition test that consistedof the names of the 54
originalpicturesthat they had seenduring encoding mixedin with
54 newdistraetor names. Thedistractors weredrawn, in equalnum
bers, from the same categoriesas the original items. The subjects
were randomly shown the 108 names for 2 sec each. They made
"yes" and "no" response decisions as to whether a namehadbeen
earlierpresented as a picture. Thesubjects weretoldto takeas much
time as they needed to make their decisions. Latency was not
recordedfor the recognition taskbecauseaccuracy wasemphasized
over speed.

Results and Discussion
Encoding errors were judged to be responses to orient

ing questions that were different from the response in
tended by the experimenter and were not included in any
of the analyses conducted. However, name-recall
responses were scored as correct if the names were syn-



Table 1
Mean Median Response Latency (in sec),

Proportion Correct Recall, and Name Recognition
as a Function of Type of Encoding and Response Type in

Experiment 1, and Proportion Name Recognition in Experiment 2

Response Encoding Task
Type Letter Rhyme Sentence

Response Latency: Experiment 1

Yes 1.43(.10) 1.22(.12) 1.11(.07)
No 1.71(.13) 1.62(.11) 1.22(.06)

Recall Proportion: Experiment I

Yes .15 .16 .26
No .19 .18 .19

Recognition Proportion: Experiment 1
Yes .75 .70 .85
No .76 .73 .68

Recognition Proportion: Experiment 2
Yes .65 .64 .83
No .76 .77 .68

Note-Numbers in parentheses are mean proportion of errors.

onymous with the experimenter-provided name (e.g.,
"slacks" instead of "pants").

Encoding reaction time. The mean median response
latencies as a function of encoding task and type of
response are presented in Table 1. An analysis of vari
ance (ANOVA), following log transformation, indicated
that letter encodings took longer than did rhyme encod
ings, whereassentenceencodingstook the shortest times
[F(2,70) = 60.36, MSe = 0.005, p < .OOl}, and that
positive responses were faster than were negative ones
[F(1,35) = 32.09,MSe = O.Oll,p < .001]. In addition,
the interactionbetweenencodingtasks and responsetype
was significant [F(2,70) = 9.39, MSe = 0.0033,
p < .01]. Analysisof the interactionindicatedthat posi
tive responses were faster than were negative ones for all
three types of encodings [letter, F(1,35) = 20.50, MSe

= 0.005, p < .001; rhyme, F(I,35) = 31.56, MSe =
O.OO9,p < .OOI;andsentence,F(1,35) = 8.41,MSe =
0.004, p < .01], but that the differences were greater
for the rhyme and letter tasks than for the sentences.
Between-type-of-encoding analyses indicated thatthe type
of encoding effect was significant for positive [F(2,70)
= 49.92, MSe = O.OO4,p < .001]and negative [F(2,70)
= 102.54,MSe = O.OO4,p < .001]decisions. Newman
Kellis tests revealed that positive letter (p < .01) and
rhyme (p < .05) decisions took significantly longer than
did sentencedecisions. Letter decisionsalso took signifi
cantly longer than did rhyme decisions (p < .01). This
patternwas repeated for negative responses; however, let
ter and rhymeencodings did notdiffersignificantly. These
data indicate that sentence decisions required less time,
hence, possiblyless effort or attention (cf. Craik & Tulv
ing, 1975), than did letter or rhyme decisions. Letter de
cisions also may have required more effort or attention
than did rhyme decisions for positive responses, but not
for negative responses.

Free recall. The free-recall results are also shown in
Table 1. An ANOVA revealedthat the type-of-encoding
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effect was significant [F(2,70) = 5.23, MSe = 0.014,
P < .01]. Newman-Keuls tests indicated that sentence de
cisions resulted in significantly better name recall than
did rhyme or letter decisions (p < .01). There were no
significant differencesbetween the two nonsemantic en
coding tasks. Phonemic encodingswould be expected to
result in higher memory performance than would ortho
graphic encodings if words were the stimuli (e.g., Craik
& Tulving, 1975). The present results indicate that this
patternmaybe differentwhenencoding the namesof pic
tures for orthographic and phonemic information. All else
being equal (i.e., two nonsemantic tasks), the data indi
cate that, withpictures, the amountof encoding effort in
volvedin an orthographic task (as measuredby response
latency) eliminates the typical superiority of phonemic en
codings. However, the crucial comparisons between
semantic and nonsemantic tasks indicatethat the qualita
tive nature of elaborative processing will affect memory
performance in favor of semantic elaborations over non
semantic ones following initial semantic access.

Although there was not a significant effect due to type
of response (F < 1), there was a significant type of en
coding x response type interaction [F(2,70) = 3.69, MSe
= 0.018,p < .025]. Analysis of the interaction indicated
that the type-of-encoding effect was significant for posi
tive encodings [F(2,70) = 8.10, MSe = 0.017, P <
.001]. There were no differences in name recall between
the encoding tasks for negativedecisions (F < 1). Fur
ther analyses indicated that the numberof items recalled
from positive and negative response encodings differed
for sentences [F(1,35) = 5.09, MSe = 0.019, p < .05],
but notfor letter [F(1,35) = 1.63, MSe = 0.018]or rhyme
(F < 1) encodings. Negative responses involve encod
ings in which the encoding context and target item are
incongruous and, therefore, do not forman integrated unit
(Schulman, 1974). As a result, the target item does not
undergo elaborative processing and memory performance
may not be facilitated (cf. Craik & Tulving, 1975).

Name recognition. The recognition data also appear
in Table 1. Although type of encoding was not signifi
cant [F(2,70) = 1.41, MSe = 0.03] and type of response
only approached significance [F(1,35) = 3.97, MSe =
0.023, .10 > P > .05], the typeof encoding x response
type interaction was significant [F(2,70) = 10.30, MSe
= 0.022, p < .001]. The effectof positive responses was
significant [F(2,70) = 14.12, MSe = 0.029, p < .001].
Newman-Keuls tests revealed that sentence encodings
produced significantly better picture name recognition
thandid letter (p < .05) or rhyme (p < .01)encodings.
In addition, sentenceencodings associated with positive
responses resulted in better name recognition than did
those associated with negative response encodings
[F(1,35) = 26.99, MSe = 0.019, p < .001]. Letter and
rhyme encodingsdid not differ reliably due to response
type. However, a significanteffect of negativeresponses
[F(2,70) = 5.33, MSe = 0.024, P < .01] indicatedthat
negative letter encodings resulted in better picture-name
recognition than did negative sentence encodings
(p < .05).
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As predicted, the current results suggestthat a picture
maycontinue to be elaboratively processed after its name
is accessed and thatnamerecalland namerecognition are
affected by the nature of the processing that occurs fol
lowingsemantic access. Memory for pictures' names will
be better when elaborativeprocessing takes place in the
semantic domain thanwhenelaborative processing occurs
in nonsemantic domains (Anderson & Reder, 1979). The
fact that name recognition was greatly reducedfor nega
tive semantic encodings suggests that those itemsare less
likely to be enriched by the nature of the orienting task
or less likelyto benefitfromthe lengthof time to respond
to the stimulus.

The present results are consistent with those of Craik
and Tulving (1975, Experiment 5). They found that a
semanticencoding producedbettermemory performance
than did a nonsemantic one, even though the nonseman
tic task requiredmore extensive encoding operations (de
fined in terms of encoding latency). The present results
suggest that the amount of cognitive effort or attention
involved in encoding information abouta picture's name
may not facilitate recall any more than does that found
for extensive processing of the structuralcharacteristics
of words alone (Craik & Tulving, 1975).

EXPERIMENT 2

The fmdings of Experiment 1 showed evidence of a
benefitfor namerecalland namerecognition if the names
of picturesare elaboratedin a sentencecontextfollowing
initial semantic access. However, there was a potential
flaw in the designof Experiment 1; namely, performance
on the name-recognition test was confounded with name
recall due to the recall test preceding the recognition test.
It is possiblethat the differencein name recognition be
tweenthe encoding tasks maybe due to having previously
recalledthe names of the pictures. Experiment 2 removed
this confound by presenting the name-recognition test
without an intervening name-recall test.

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 36 Memphis State University un

dergraduate students whoparticipated in the experiment for credit
in their introductory psychology courses. All had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision.

Materials and Procedure. The materials and procedures were
identicalto thoseof Experiment 1 exceptthat the name-recall test
wasnotgivenbefore theunexpected name recognition test.Another
difference is that the encoding reaction timesare not reported in
Experiment 2 due to equipment failurethatdid notbecome known
until after the data had been collected.

Results and Discussion
The name-recognition data of Experiment2 are dis

played in Table 1. There were no significant maineffects
for type of encoding [F(2,70) = 2.57, MSe = 2.23] or
type of response [F(l,35) = 2.12, MSe = 1.83].
However, the type of encoding x responsetype interac
tion was significant [F(2,70) = 18.88, MSe = 1.91,
p < .001]. Positive sentence encodings produced signifi-

cantly better picture name recognition than did positive
letteror rhymeencodings [F(2,70) = 14.08,MSc = 2.50,
p < .001]. In addition, sentence encodings associated
with positive responses produced greater name recogni
tion than did thoseassociated with negative responseen
codings [F(1,35) = 26.46, MSe = 1.26,p < .001]. Let
ter and rhyme encodings did not differ reliably due to
response type. However, negative letter and rhyme en
codings resulted in greaterpicture-name recognition than
did negative sentenceencodings [F(2,70) = 3.99, MSe

= 1.63, P < .025]. Also, the negative letter and rhyme
encodings produced greaterpicture-name recognition than
did positive letter [F(l,35) = 8.63, MSe = 2.09, P <
.01]andpositive rhyme encodings [F(1,35) = 10.65,MSe
= 2.30, P < .01].

These data are consistent with the data from Experi
ment 1. In the caseof positiveencodings, the nonseman
tic elaboration conditions benefited more by having a
name-recall testprecedethe name-recognition test in Ex
periment 1. Name-recognition performance associated
with semantic elaborations remained essentially the same
across the two experiments, but name recognition was
reduced for the two nonsemantic elaboration conditions
whenthe name-recall testwasnot givenbeforethe recog
nition test.

Previousresearchhas shownequal accessibility to the
memory trace for elaborateand unelaborate semantic en
codings when item recognition is tested independent of
encodingcontext(Fisher& Craik, 1980).Therefore, en
codingsthat undergoprocessingin the samedomainbut
differ in the degree of additional elaborativeprocessing
conferred on the stimulus event (e.g., target conceptsin
simple and complex sentences) may be expected to be
equally accessible when the memory test does not read
ily reinstatethe encoding context (e.g., Fisher & Craik,
1980;Thomson, 1972). However, if encodings undergo
processing in qualitatively distinctdomainsof encoding,
bothrecalland recognition performance maybe expected
to reflect the outcome of between-domain differences in
elaborativeprocessing (e.g., Anderson & Reder, 1979;
Jacoby & Craik, 1979). The results of these studies
demonstrate that positive sentenceencodings will result
in better name recall and name recognition than will let
ter or rhymeencodings, which, whilenecessitating some
semanticanalysisof the picture for the purpose of iden
tification (e.g., D. L. Nelson et al., 1977; Norman &
Bobrow, 1979), require elaborative processing in non
semantic domains. Such between-domain differences in
stimulus elaboration are usually associated with differ
ences in memory performance (e.g., Craik & Tulving,
1975).

EXPERIMENT 3

The findings of Experiments I and 2 suggest that
elaborative processing in qualitatively distinct domains in
fluences subsequent name-recall and name-recognition
performance when pictures' names are encoded.
However, encoding pictures involves bothvisual and ver-
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Note-Numbers in parentheses are mean proportion of errors.

sion based on a decision previously made rather than on their
familiarity with the picture before them.

SentenceRhymeLetter

Response Latency: Experiment 3
Yes 1.24(.11) 1.12(.11) 1.06(.08)
No 1.44(.12) 1.41(.13) 1.07(.06)

Recall Proportion: Experiment 3

Yes .22 .21 .30
No .24 .21 .23

Recognition Proportion: Experiment 3
Yes .59 .65 .64
No .66 .65 .58

Recognition Proportion: Experiment 4
Yes .59 .61 .63
No .69 .69 .61

False Alarms: Experiment 4
Yes .27 .23 .26
No .28 .29 .25

Response
Type

Table 2
Mean Median Response Latency (in sec),

Proportion Correct Recall, and Object Recognition
as B Function of Type of Encoding and Response Type in

Experiment 3, and Proportion Object Recognition in Experiment 4

Encoding Task

Results and Discussion
Encoding reaction time. The encoding reaction-time

data are summarized in Table 2. The patterns observed
in Experiment 1are basically replicated in Experiment 3.
As in Experiment 1, letterencodings tooklongerthandid
rhyme encodings, whereas sentence encodings required
the shortest time [F(2,70) = 54.50, MSe = 0.004, p <
.001], andpositive responses were faster thanwerenega
tive ones [F(l,35) = 19.60, MSe = 0.011, P < .001].
Also, the type of encoding x response type interaction
wassignificant[F(2,70) = 7.66, MSe = 0.003,p < .01].
Analysis of the interaction indicated thatpositive responses
were faster than were negative responses for letter
[F(l,35) = 12.31, MSe = 0.006, p < .01] and rhyme
[F(l,35) = 24.13, MSe = 0.007, P < .001]encodings.
However, unlike Experiment 1, the response types did
not differ for sentence encodings.

Between typeof encoding analyses indicated that letter
andrhyme decisions tooksignificantly longerthan didsen
tenceencodings for both positive and negative responses
(p < .01). Positive letterencodings tookmoretimethan
did positive rhymeencodings (p < .01), but there were
nodifferences between those types for negative encodings.

Free recall. Thefree-recall results are alsosummarized
in Table 2. Type of encoding only approached sig
nificance in Experiment 3 [F(2,70) = 2.73, MSe = 0.02,
.10 > p > .05]. Also,neither theeffectof response type
(F < 1)nor the interaction between typeof encoding and
response type [F(2,70) = 1.52, MSe = 0.024] was sig
nificant in Experiment 3. However, as canbe seenin Ta
ble 2, name recall seemed to be betterfor items associated
with positive sentence encodings than for the two non-

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 36 University of Michigan under

graduate students who participated in the experiment for extra credit
in their introductory psychology courses. All had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision.

Materials and Procedure. The materials and procedures were
the same as those used in Experiments 1 and 2 except that a name
recall test preceded an unexpected recognition test for the pictures.
The recognition test consisted of the 54 original pictures that the
subjects saw during encoding mixed in with 54 new pictures that
served as distractors. The distractors were related to the original
items in one of several ways. One third of them were differently
named items from the same category and had the same colors as
the original items. Another third shared the same name and were
colored the same as the original items but were different models
(e.g., different styles of the concept "chair"). And finally, the last
third were identical to the original items except that the arrange
ment of colors and orientation were different in the distractors.

To assess recognition, the subjects were shown the 108 pictures
in random order for 2 sec each. They were carefully informed about
the degree and manner of similarity between the original and dis
tractor items. The subjects were advised to take as much time as
they needed to make a decision. Because of the high degree of item
similarity, they were cautioned to base each of their decisions on
their familiarity with the current item rather than on any decision
that they may have previously made. This was done to try to pre
vent the subjects from feeling compelled to make a present deci-

bal information processing. Accessing the names of pic
turesis possible onlyaftersomeamount of visual process
inghastaken place (Loftus, Hanna, & Lester, 1988; D. L.
Nelson et al., 1977; Smith & Magee, 1980). Picture
recognition improves as more information about visual
details is extracted (e.g., Loftus, 1972; Potter, 1976). But,
because encoding processes in the present study are
directed to domains of processing associated with the
names of pictures, the amountof visual processing may
be negligible (i.e., only that amount necessary to iden
tify the objects). That is, one mightexpectthat, if encod
ing processes are directed to the names of pictures, then
the recognition of pictures' visualdetails may not differ
between the encoding tasks. Experiment 3 testedthis ad
ditional hypothesis in order to determine if the encoding
taskswould resultin equivalent recognition of the appear
ance of objects.

Anotherissueaddressed in Experiment 3 was the pos
sibility that the designof these studies involves a simple
transformation of the nominal stimulus (the picture) into
a functional stimulus (thepicture's name). This hypothe
sis implies that subjects are discouraged fromtreating the
items as pictures andthattheeffective stimuli are, instead,
the pictures' labels. Accordingly, the similarity between
the results found in thisstudy andtypical levels of process
ing research (Craik& Tulving, 1975) may be due to the
stimuli being treated as words rather than pictures. The
hypothesis also assumes that same name distractors that
differ from the original only in terms of type (different
models of theconcept "stove") should be as falsely recog
nized as distractors thatclosely resemble the original pic
tures perceptually. This possibility was alsoexamined in
Experiment 3. Additionally, name recall was tested to
replicate the previous results.
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semantic conditions. Separate analyses were conducted
on positive and negative response encodings because
ANOVAs are fairly insensitive to a single deviant condi
tion buried among other nonsignificantly different con
ditions. Also, separate analyses of positive and negative
encoding trials are typically conducted in levels of
processing studies because type of encoding responses
often have independent effects on memory performance
(e.g., Craik & Tulving, 1975). To examine this possibil
ity, separate one-way ANOVAs were conducted (an al
pha level of p < .01 was used for this analysis). There
was a marginally significant effect associated with posi
tive encoding types [F(2,70) = 3.66, MSe = 0.023,
.05 > p > .0I]. There were no significant differences
associated with negative responses (F < 1).2

Picture recognition. Therecognition dataarealsosum
marized in Table 2. There were no significant main ef
fects due to type of encoding [F(2,70) = 1.01, MSe =
0.025], response type (F < I), or for the interaction be
tween type of encoding and response type [F(2,70) =
2.10, MSe = 0.038]. Separate analyses of positive
responses indicated that there were no significant differ
ences between encoding types associated with making
"yes" decisions [F(2,70) = 1.36, MSe = 0.052].
However, separate analyses of negative responses rev
ealed a significant effectdue to making "no" decisions
[F(2,70) = 6.30, MSe = 0.011, P < .001]. Newman
Keuls tests showed thatpictures associated withletteren
codings were better recognized than were pictures as
sociated withsentence encodings when negative decisions
were required (p < .05). There were no significant
differences between rhyme and sentence encodings when
a negative decision was required.

False Alarms. The meannumber of different typesof
the subjects' false positive responses are reported in Ta
ble 3. As can be seenin thetable, the subjects weremore
likely to make false positive responses to items thatclosely
resembled the original picture. An ANOVA confirmed
that there was a significant effectdue to type of distrac
tor [F(2,70) = 159.94, MSe = 0.006, p < .01].
Newman-Keuls analyses showed that the number of false
positive responses weregreatest to objects thatwereiden
tical to the original exceptfor changes in colorandorien
tation andnextgreatest for distractors thatshared thesame
nameas theoriginalobject. Allof thesedifferences were
significant (p < .01).

Further analyses were conducted on distractors that
preservedthe nameof the original items. There were no

Table 3
Means and Standard Deviations of Types of False Alarms

Made to Object Recognition in Experiment 3

Type of Distractor M SD

Same object/different location
of colors and orientation 9.97 2.84
Same name/different object 5.11 2.05
Same category/different object 1.31 1.33

Note-Maximum cell entry is 18.

significant differences between the encoding tasks and
response types in the tendency to select distractors that
wereidentical to theoriginals except for changes inorien
tationandlocation of colors(Fs < 1). Also, the interac
tionbetween typeof encoding and response typewas not
significant [F(2,70) = 2.23, MSe = 0.014]. Similarly,
there were no significant differences between encoding
tasksand response types fromdistractors that sharedthe
same namebut differed in style from the original items
(Fs < 1).

Thedataof Experiment 3 partially support thehypothe
sis that differences between the encoding tasks in retain
ingperceptual information aboutthe pictures will be ab
sent. However, the results show that there are some
differences in picture recognition between the encoding
tasks. Letterencodings werebetter than sentence encod
ingsif a negative response was required. It is interesting
to note that significantly more time is required to make
negative responses to letterand rhymeencodings than to
sentence encodings. Speculatively, moreencoding of pic
torial details may occur duringthe poststimulus interval
for pictures associated with longer response latencies
(e.g., Graefe & Watkins, 1980; Loftus & Kallman, 1979;
Watkins & Graefe, 1981; Watkins, Peynircioglu, &
Brems, 1984).

The data clearlysuggest that the subjects did attendto
more than just information about the names of items as
evidenced in thegreaterlikelihood of falsely recognizing
as old those objects thatmostclosely resembled theorigi
nalpictures in termsof perceptual attributes. The results
alsosuggest thatperceptual information about the pictures
was retained andthat this information was usedin trying
to recognize the original pictures. Thus, the results sug
gestthatthe functional stimuli werenotonlythepictures'
verballabelsbut that someof the perceptual characteris
tics of the pictures were also encoded.

However, it is possible thatthe recognition testwasnot
a sensitive test of picture memory, because the distrac
tors so closely resembled the target picture. The distrac
tors were sometimes identical to the original pictures ex
cept for a change in the location of colorsand the spatial
orientation of the picture. Those distractors may have
decreased sensitivity to the original pictures due to their
high similarity and, therefore, reduced the likelihood of
finding significant differences between theencoding tasks.
It is possible that there will be differences between the
encoding tasks if thepicture recognition test includes only
distractors thatare different exemplars of thedepicted con
cept. Experiment 4 tested this possibility by using only
thosedistractors that preserved the names of the original
pictures but differed from the originals in style.

EXPERIMENT 4

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 36 Memphis State University un

dergraduate students who participated in the experiment for extra
credit in their introductory psychology courses. All had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision.



Materials and Procedure. The materials and procedures were
the same as those used in Experiment 3 except that the encoding
reaction times are not reported due to equipment failure that did
not become known until after the data had been collected. Also,
a name-recall test was not presented before the unexpected recog
nition test. The distractors in the recognition test were 54 new pic
tures that shared the same name and were colored the same as the
original items but were different models (e.g., different styles of
the concept "chair"). As in Experiment 3, the subjects were shown
the 108 pictures in random order for 2 sec each. Also, similar to
Experiment 3, the subjects were given instructions informing them
that the distractors all shared the same name as the pictures they
had previously seen and that their task was to recognize the identi
cal picture they had seen during the first phase of the experiment.

Results and Discussion
Picture recognition. The recognition data for Experi

ment 4 are summarized in Table 2. There were no sig
nificant differences between the encoding tasks (F < I).
There were significantly more pictures recognized due
to making "no" decisions at encoding than due to mak
ing "yes" decisions [F(l,35) = 4.78, MS. = 0.0336,
P < .05]. However, as indicated by a separate analysis,
this effect was limited primarily to better recognition
of pictures associated with negative letter encodings over
positive ones [F(l,35) = 5.61, MS. = 0.029,p < .025].
The tendency for negative rhyme encodings to produce
better picture recognition than positive ones only ap
proached significance [F(l,35) = 3.56, MS. = 0.035,
.10 > p > .05]. The interaction between type of en
coding and response type was not significant [F(2,70) =
2.10, MS. = 0.038]. Separate analyses of negative
responses indicated that the differences between encod
ing types associated with making "no" decisions only ap
proached significance [F(2,70) = 2.82, MS. = 0.025,
.10 > p > .05].

False alarms. The false-alarm data are also displayed
in Table 2. As can be seen in the table, there were no
significant differences between the encoding tasks and
response types in the tendency to falsely recognize dis
tractors that shared the same name but differed in style
from the original items (Fs < 1). The interaction between
encoding tasks and response types was also not signifi
cant [F(2,70) = 1.46, MS. = 0.017].

There is no indication in the data from Experiment 4
that the more difficult picture recognition test of Experi
ment 3 attentuated any differences between the encoding
conditions. The proportion of correctly recognized pic
tures is about the same in each condition across the two
experiments. Also, the results of Experiments 3 and 4 sug
gest that the encoding conditions typically do not differ
significantly in picture-recognition performance. The
results also indicate that the verbal name-encoding tasks
are sensitive to the perceptual features of the target pic
tures. Although the orienting tasks probed information
about the verbal name characteristics of the pictures, the
difference between the hit rates and the false-alarm rates
suggests that visual details about the target pictures were
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also encoded and were used to discriminate target pic
tures from same-name distractors.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Overall, the present experiments indicate that elaborat
ing the names of pictures in verbal semantic and non
semantic contexts, after the pictures have initially accessed
their semantic representation (e.g., Bajo, 1988; D. L.
Nelson, 1979), have the following effects on retention:
First, the recall and recognition of pictures' names are
better if the names are elaborated in positive sentence en
coding contexts than if the names are elaborated in con
texts that require accessing their orthographic or phonemic
characteristics (Experiments I and 2). Second, recogni
tion of the pictures themselves was not affected by differ
ences between semantic and nonsemantic verbal name
elaborations (Experiments 3 and 4). These results pose
two related theoretical questions: Why does semantic and
nonsemantic elaboration affect retention of the names but
not the content of the pictures, and why does picture
recognition seem to be unaffected by the encoding tasks?

In many respects, the results for free recall and recog
nition of pictures' names are reminiscent of traditional
levels of processing results (e.g., Craik & Tulving, 1975).
However, the present results cannot be understood in the
context of the original levels of processing framework
(Craik & Lockhart, 1972), given its emphasis on the se
quential, hierarchical nature of information processing that
culminates in semantic processing. The verbal process
ing of pictures follows a different set of operations than
do those typically involved in processing words. Prior to
encoding and processing the lexical, phonemic, and or
thographic features of the names of pictures, some amount
of semantic activation is required (e.g., Bajo, 1988; D. L.
Nelson, 1979; Smith & Magee, 1980). This, of course,
has consequences for the hierarchical and temporal se
quence proposed in the original levels of processing
framework.

The present results can be understood in the context of
the revised view. In the revised view (e.g., Lockhart
et al., 1976), elaborative processing can take place in
qualitatively distinct domains and the degree of such
processing will have consequences on memory perfor
mance. Research in elaborative processing has established
that meaningfulness can be a matter of degree and that
more precise and elaborative processing within the seman
tic domain will result in high levels of retention (Johnson
Laird, Gibbs, & de Mowbray, 1978; Stein, et aI., 1982;
Till & Walsh, 1980). A contribution of the present study
is to suggest that the names of pictures can be further
elaborated in domains of processing specified by the
orienting task. The results indicate that although some
semantic analysis is required when naming pictures, the
level of analysis may be relatively less elaborate under
some conditions of encoding and processing. This out
come may occur when encoding processes are directed
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to nonsemantic (orthographic and phonemic) domains of
processing, as in thepresentstudy,or whensemantic ac
cess is relatively automatic-for example, when encod
ing operations involve picture categorization (lntraub,
1984; D. L. Nelson et al., 1977; Smith & Magee, 1980).
The results of the present study also indicate that initial
semantic processing may have beenjust theamount neces
sary to initiate elaborative nonsemantic processing of the
names of pictures whenencoding orthographic and pho
nemic information. However, further semantic elabora
tion, beyond mere stimulus categorization, may have been
required by the sentence-orienting task. Elaborative
processing in nonsemantic domains willnotyielddescrip
tions that are as meaningful or distinct as elaborative
processing in semantic domains (e.g., Anderson & Reder,
1979; Johnson-Laird et al., 1978).

What explanation can be given for the general lack of
differences between the encoding tasks in picture recog
nition? Picture recognition improves as moreinformation
about the visual details of pictures are encoded (e.g.,
Loftus & Kallman, 1979; Potter, 1976). However, if
differentencoding activities are not specifically directed
towardextracting visual details, then, perhaps, therewill
be no difference between the encoding activities in the
retention of pictures' details. The presentresultssuggest
that visual encoding processes yielded approximately
equalamounts of visual details about the pictures because
the orienting tasks in these experiments encouraged
processing in verbal domains that emphasized ortho
graphic, phonemic, lexical, andpropositional descriptions
about the pictures' names rather than visual descriptions
aboutthepictures' appearance. Thereis evidence suggest
ing that pictorial and verbal processing of pictures are
functionally distinct processing domains that maybe un
der strategic control, and each mayindependently facili
tate the long-term retention of pictures (e.g., Graefe &
Watkins, 1980; Proctor, 1983; Watkins & Graefe, 1981;
Watkins et al., 1984). Given thattheencoding tasks speci
fied verbal domains of processing and that the subjects
were not aware that memory for pictures' details would
be tested, it is possible that the failure to find important
differences between the verbal encoding tasks in recog
nizing pictures' details was due to the incidental nature
of the learning test, as well as attentional constraints on
the information to be encoded (e.g., Graefe& Watkins,
1980; Tversky & Sherman, 1975).

However, it is clear that visual processing domains
provided some descriptive information about the pictures.
This wasevidenced by the above-chance performance on
thedifficult object-recognition testin Experiment 3. There
was a significantly greater tendency for distractors to be
falsely recognized whenthey were identical to the origi
nalpictures except for colorandspatial location than when
they shared the same nameas the original item. Further
evidence for the sensitivity of the encoding conditions to
the perceptual characteristics of the picture was demon
strated in Experiment 4. The correct-recognition and
false-alarm results indicate thattheperceptual characteris-

ticsof theoriginal pictures couldhavebeendiscriminated
fromsame-name distractors thatweredifferent exemplars
of the pictured concept. Therewasa tendency, however,
for negative nonsemantic encodings to produce betterpic
ture recognition than didpositive nonsemantic encodings;
they were also better than the semantic encodings. It is
not clear how to account for the trend; it was only mar
ginally significant. Negative nonsemantic encodings re
quire significantly more time to respond to than do all
other types of encodings. It is possible that more visual
details about the pictures are encoded during the post
stimulus interval for negative nonsemantic encodings be
cause morevisual updating of thepictures may be required
to respond to the orienting question (see Watkins et al.,
1984).

The present results are in contrast to an earlier study
reported by D'Agostino et al. (1977). They found that
rhyme (phonemic) andsentence (semantic) orienting tasks
resulted in equivalent name-recall performance for pic
tures. They argued that the levels-of-processing frame
work should predict greater recall for pictures encoded
in a semantic context thanin a phonemic one. Therefore,
D'Agostino et al. interpreted theirresults asproviding evi
dence against a levels-of-processing account of picture en
coding, but as support for the dual-coding account (Pai
vio, 1971). According to D'Agostino et al., the
dual-coding model maintains that when verbal informa
tionaboutpictures is encoded, suchencodings will serve
to activate referential processing (i.e., processing thatac
tivates both verbal and visualcodes when encoding pic
turesandwords). Therefore, according to thedual-coding
model, there should be equivalent memory performance
fromphonemic andsemantic orienting taskswhenencod
ing the names of pictures, because bothverbaland visual
codes are activated by the encoding tasks (D'Agostino
et al., 1977).

However, D'Agostino et al. useda repetition procedure
in which subjects sawthe test itemtwiceunder the same
encoding type. Thecaseforthedifferential benefit of repe
titionas a function of encoding levelandtypeof material
hasnotyet beendecided (Chabot, Miller,& Juola, 1976;
Goldman & Pellegrino, 1977; Jacoby, Bartz, & Evans,
1978; T. O. Nelson, 1977). It couldbe that the effectof
repetition in their study servedto enhance trace accessi
bility for items that required some semantic processing
while not changing the qualitative natureof encoding (cf.
Jacobyet al., 1978). Also, D'Agostino et al.'s results for
encoding latency were different from those reported in
the present study. Their results indicate that encoding
graphically presented names takes nearly 90 mseclonger
than does translating pictures into their names for posi
tive sentence frames. Furthermore, the positive response
latencies in their phonemic task were equivalent for pic
turesandthe presented names. Theseresults are not con
sistent with the fact that accessing a verbal label from a
picture takes approximately 200-300 msec longer than
does reading a word (e.g., Potter & Faulconer, 1975;
Smith & Magee, 1980). It maybe thatthe second presen-



tation of the pictures facilitated encoding, processing, and
retrieval of the itemsin sucha waythatnormally expected
differences had become canceled.

The present results also have interesting implications
for Johnson's (1983) recently proposed multiple-entry
modular memory system. Johnson argued that, under
somecircumstances, target recognition may be basedon
perceptual records established independently of reflective
activity. Johnson's reflection system involves the active
thinking, comparing, andjudging functions of cognition.
It includes amongits activities the processof elaboration
and is specialized for the voluntary recallof information.
Theperceptual system encodes specific instances of iden
tifiable patterns and functions to facilitate recognizing
previously seeneventsas familiar. Free recalland recog
nitionof the names of picturesin the present studymight
have involved the activity of the reflection system by
elaborating the pictures' labels in the context of the en
coding tasks. However, picture recognition might have
beenlargely independent of the reflective activity involved
in the orientingtasksand, instead, was basedon the per
ceptual records established by the perceptual system as
a consequence of encoding the specific pictures. Thus,
although namerecalland recognition were influenced by
the nature of the orienting task, picture recognition was
not as affected (see Morris, Bransford, & Franks, 1977).

It is important to notethatpicturememory mayinvolve
processing a picture's label, verbally processing the
characteristics of a picture, or processing the picture
per se. Processing a picture's label may have different
effectson picturememory thandoes verballyprocessing
the characteristics of pictures or processing the picture
per se (e.g., Loftus & Kallman, 1979). Although these
three are related, there may be importantdifferences in
terms of their effect on retention. It is possible that the
results would be different if processing involved either
visual or verbal descriptions of the pictures rather than
processing of the pictures' labels (cf. Graefe& Watkins,
1980; Watkins et al., 1984; Marks, 1989).

The present results complement previous findings by
providing new information about ways in which verbal
name-orienting tasks may affect memory for picture
names and their appearances following semantic access.
Several researchers have reported greater memory per
formance for pictures following verbal encoding (Durso
& Johnson, 1980; Smith & Magee, 1980) or processing
of a picture's sensory attributes (Intraub & Nicklos, 1985)
than following semantic processing. However, some
semantic encodings maynotprovide veryelaborate or dis
tinctive descriptions of target pictures that would serve
to uniquely discriminate memory records at the time of
retrieval, because the semantic task is redundant withau
tomatic encoding activities (e.g., Intraub & Nicklos,
1985). In fact, severalauthorshavesuggested thataccess
to the semantic domainmay be automatic for picturesof
objects (Intraub, 1984; D. L. Nelson, 1979; Smith & Ma
gee, 1980) or eventhat the categorization of picturescan
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be basedon visual cuesalonedue to feature overlapwhen
pictures are from the same category (Snodgrass, 1984).
Either way, the present results indicate that elaborative
processing of a picture for itsverbal, physical, or semantic
characteristics, following automatic categorization of what
ever sort, may provide additionallevels-of-description that
increases the elaboration and distinctiveness of the mem
ory record for the item and that, thereby, facilitates its
retrieval.
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NOTES

1. The pictureswere colored for the purposeof providing sufficient
distracting information to test incidental recognition of the pictures(Ex
periments 3 and4). These samepictures wereusedin additional research
in whichencodinginvolved visual processing of the pictures (Marks,
1989).

2. The free-recall results werereplicated in another studynotpresented
here. In that study, there was an effect due to the type of encoding
[F(2,94) = 5.69, MS. = 0.017,p < .025]. Theeffectof response type
[F(1,47) = 1.64, MS. = 0.022] and the interaction between type of
encoding and response type [F(2,94) = 2.42, MS. = 0.015] were not
significant. However, further analysesdid reveal that there were sig
nificant differences between typesof encoding for positive response en
codings [F(2,94) = 9.99, MS. = 0.012, P < .001], but not for nega
tiveresponse encodings (F < 1).Themeanprobabilities of correct name
recall were .27, .18, and .17 for positivesentence, rhyme, and letter
encodings, respectively.
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